Intelligent energy management is Cloud-based

Client Profile
Intelen Inc. was officially founded in
2011 as a software analytics startup, set
to create innovative informatics systems
to revolutionize the energy analytics
industry. The company’s headquarters
are based in New York and its Research
and Development Department is based
in Athens. With important international
investments and numerous distinctions,
Intelen offers energy analytics and
digital management services (consumer
engagement, digital marketing, campaign
management) to big energy companies in
Greece, Europe and the US.

By leveraging Microsoft Azure infrastructure,
tools and services, Intelen offers energy providers
a versatile and flexible data analysis, strategic
planning and customer digital management
solution, while helping end users adopt an
environmentally friendly attitude.
«The energy market is transforming. Energy providers
are becoming service providers. Our company is
supporting this transformation. Our entire philosophy is
based on Cloud infrastructure.»
Vassilis Nikolopoulos, Intelen CEO and co-founder

Intelen employs 28 people in the fields of
programming, engineering, data science,
analysis, business development, digital
behavioral analysis, C-levels and sales.

Software and Services
• Microsoft Azure
• Microsoft Azure Virtual Machines
• Advanced Analytics
• Machine Learning

For more customer success stories please
visit https://customers.microsoft.com/
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The DiG platform
Intelen, a company founded in 2011 as
a software analytics startup (Microsoft
BizSpark graduate), has this exact goal:
to create innovative IT systems for the
energy sector. Headquartered in New
York and operating an Athens-based
Research and Development department,
with major investment funds and having
won several distinctions worldwide, the
company provides energy data analysis
services (analytics) and digital customer
management (consumer engagement,
digital marketing, campaign management)

More specifically, Intelen DiG is a SaaS
application suite, which is the new digital
energy management and public-awareness
raising solution, designed both for energy
providers and their customers. The services
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Vassilis Nikolopoulos, Intelen CEO and
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Intelen developed a fully integrated service,
which enables real-time analysis of data
from interconnected sensors built in
household appliances, energy meters and
mobile devices. So, taking advantage of the
scalability and global coverage offered by
the Cloud with tools and services such as
Advanced Analytics and Machine Learning
provided via the Azure platform, Intelen
offers its partners a flexible solution that
features award-winning applications (Web
& mobile) and a complete management
environment for the provider.

